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Privateer Tales – The Beginning is a boxed set of the first five books in Jamie McFarlane's exciting Privateer
Tales series. Spacers have always had to grow up fast but when Red Houzi pirates attack Liam Hoffen's home,
he has only moments to make decisions that will shape the rest of his life. According to his father, Big Pete,
honor and courage are only words until you put your own life on the line for something you believe in. Liam
and his friends will face that challenge time and time again. What would space opera be without exciting
battles? The hallmark of every Privateer Tales episode is fast-paced action, whether that be hand-to-hand
combat, ship-to-ship combat or enemy fleets mixing it up. The only guarantee is plenty of action.
Rookie Privateer – When you're old enough to finally become an Earth Mars citizen, everything should be
perfect. Right? Not for Liam Hoffen. He's stuck on a mining asteroid called Colony-40, helping his father
work a claim that will never pay out. His best friend, Nick James, is set for life in his family business. Liam
just discovered that the girl he's known forever thinks he's pretty great and now she's leaving for the Mars
Naval Academy.
Sometimes you have to lose parts of yourself to gain the stars, and Liam discovers that while it isn't easy to
literally lose parts of yourself to the pirates who attacked your home, gaining the stars is worth everything.

Fool Me Once – Jamie McFarlane’s novellas and short stories introduce new characters and give deeper
background to others. While Fool Me Once doesn't follow Liam Hoffen and crew, you won't want to miss the
opportunity to learn more about important friends who we'll no doubt meet again. Celina Dontal just escaped
eighteen months of captivity at the hands of Alexander Boyarov and his crew, members of the brutal Red
Houzi Clan. That should have been the hard part. It was only the beginning. Parley – After fighting space
pirates and rescuing a damsel in distress, nothing sounds better to Liam than shore leave at Puskar Stellar on
Mars where he can reconnect with his girlfriend. But neither their newest crew member, Marny, nor the Mars
Protectorate Navy is ready for them to spend much time relaxing. Their old nemesis, Harry Flark, found a new
mining station to pillage and the crew of Sterra's Gift has been hired to transport a covert operative into
Flark’s lair. This is the perfect opportunity to set things right if it helps to bring him down. The big problem
comes when Liam and Nick discover Flark is expecting them and has no intention of letting them get away
with their lives. Big Pete – Shot down behind enemy lines, all Marine Sergeant Pete Hoffen can think of is
getting the remainder of his beleaguered platoon back to the extraction zone. But when a cocky, PITA
lieutenant orders him to leave behind one of his own, he'll have nothing to do with it. There's a reason Liam
Hoffen goes up against great odds in order to do the right thing. He learned from his father that sacrifice and
honor go hand in hand. Smuggler's Dilemma – In Smuggler's Dilemma, the Red Houzi proves it is more than
just a rag tag band of pirates. As a highly organized military that uses guerilla tactics in the main asteroid belt,
they decimate defense mining colonies, leaving behind destruction and devastation.
Vanishing into the deep dark of space as quickly as they attack, no one can predict where or when they will
show up, not even the great Mars Protectorate Navy.
Liam Hoffen and Nick James have returned from their last encounter grateful to be alive.

